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general models in nonlinear elasticity
O. Gonzalez
Département de Mathématiques, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland 
Implicit time integration schemes that inherit the conservation laws of total energy, linear and angular momentum are considered
for initial boundary-value problems in finite-deformation elastodynamics. Conserving schemes are constructed for general hyperelastic
material models, both compressible and incompressible, and are formulated in a way that is independent of spatial discretization.
Three numerical examples for Ogden-type material models, implemented using a finite element discretization in space, are given to
illustrate the performance of the proposed schemes. These examples show that, relative to the standard implicit mid-point rule, the
conserving schemes exhibit superior numerical stability properties without a compromise in accuracy. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this article we consider energy and momentum conserving time discretization schemes for general
initial boundary-value problems in finite-deformation elastodynamics. Conserving schemes are developed
in a weak form for both compressible and incompressible hyperelastic material models, and are indepen-
dent of any particular spatial discretization. Strong forms of the schemes presented here can be obtained
using standard arguments involving integration by parts. For finite-deformation, compressible elastody-
namics we consider the weak formulation
R
X
_u  g dX  RX V  g dXR
X q0
_V  g dX RX Su : FuTrg dX
 RX b  g dX RCr f  g dCR
X Vjt0  g dX 
R
X V0  g dXR
X ujt0  g dX 
R
X u0  g dX
9>>>>>=>>>>>>;
8g 2V; 1
and for finite-deformation, incompressible elastodynamics
1
R
X
_u  g dX  RX V  g dXR
X q0
_V  g dX RXSu  2kDGCu : FuTrg dX
 RX b  g dX RCr f  g dC
0  RX /GCu dXR
X Vjt0  g dX 
R
X V0  g dXR
X ujt0  g dX 
R
X u0  g dX
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
8g 2V
8/ 2 E
(
2
where X  R3 is an open set that represents the reference state of a continuum body with material points
X 2 X; uX; t 2 R3 is the deformation field for the body relative to its reference state, VX; t 2 R3 is the
material velocity field, FX; t : ruX; t 2 R33 is the deformation gradient field and SX; t 2 R33 is
the second Piola–Kirchho constitutive stress field. Here r denotes the gradient operator relative to the
Cartesian coordinates X in X, an overdot denotes dierentiation with respect to time t P 0 and R33 is
the vector space of all real 3 3 matrices, equipped with the standard (Euclidean) inner product
A : B  AijBij where summation on repeated indices is implied.
For hyperelastic bodies, the stress field S is connected to the deformation field u via a local constitutive
relation of the form
Su  2DW Cu 3
where W C 2 R is a given strain energy density function, DW C is the derivative of W with respect to its
tensor argument evaluated at C, and Cu is the right Cauchy–Green stretch field associated with the
deformation u, namely, C  FTF: The strain energy density function W may depend upon the material
point X, but this dependence is not shown for clarity of notation. In the incompressible case, the total
second Piola–Kirchho stress field is of the form
S detC1=2kCÿ1 4
where kX; t 2 R is a material pressure field that enforces the material incompressibility constraint
GC  detC1=2 ÿ 1  0 in X: 5
Since DGC  1
2
detC1=2Cÿ1, we note that the total second Piola–Kirchho stress field (4) can be written in
the form S 2kDGC:
In the compressible case, we seek functions u;V : 0; T  ! UV satisfying (1) where U is a set of
deformations satisfying essential boundary conditions on a given boundary patch Cd ; V is a vector space
of functions satisfying the homogeneous counterpart of the essential boundary conditions, q0X > 0 is a
specified mass density field, bX; t 2 R3 is a specified body force field, fX; t 2 R3 is a specified traction
field on Cr  oX n Cd ; V0X is a specified initial material velocity field and u0X is a specified initial
deformation. In the incompressible case, we seek functions u;V; k : 0; T  ! UV E satisfying (2)
where E is a vector space of pressure fields restricted only by appropriate smoothness requirements. Various
well-posedness results have been established for both (1) and (2), and associated linear systems. See
[5,7,13,24,27,31,36] for well-posedness results pertaining to (1), and [9–12,22,26,37] for results pertaining to
(2). For more details on the field equations of finite-deformation elasticity see [6,23,31,33,39,46].
Depending on boundary conditions and external loads, the nonlinear system (1) may possess various
integrals related to the total linear momentum Lu;V, angular momentum Ju;V and energy Hu;V of
the material body. These integrals are typically lost under discretization in time. In [42,43] it was shown that
all members of the Newmark family preserve L, but none preserve H for arbitrary constitutive laws.
Moreover, it was shown that the explicit central difference scheme is the only member of the Newmark
family that preserves J. The main result in [42,43] was the construction of implicit schemes for (1) that
preserve L, J and H, but at the cost of introducing a nonlinear scalar equation at each time step.
In this article we consider generalizations of the time-reversible, integral-preserving time discretization
schemes of [19,20] for the treatment of (1). We show that implicit schemes which preserve L, J and H can be
constructed for general hyperelastic material models. Moreover, in contrast to the methods developed in
2
[42,43], the schemes developed here do not involve extra parameters, equations or projection steps. The
appeal of preserving an underlying energy integral can be traced back to [35] and the concept of energy
stability. Indeed, the computational experiments presented here and in [20,42,43] suggest that certain im-
plicit schemes which preserve L, J and H possess superior stability properties than other standard implicit
schemes, such as the trapezoidal rule which generally preserves only L, and the mid-point rule which
generally preserves only L and J. For more details on the symmetry and stability properties of integral-
preserving schemes see [19,20], and for other applications see [41,44,45].
Due to the incompressibility condition, the initial boundary-value problem (2) for incompressible bodies
can be interpreted as a constrained or differential–algebraic evolution equation [3,34] in a function space.
Two important sets associated with the constraint (5) are
Q  fu 2 U jGCu  0 in Xg; 6
which we call the intrinsic configuration space, and the set
M  fu;V 2 UV jGCu  0 and DGCu : rVTruruTrV  0 in Xg; 7
which we call the intrinsic state space for the system. Any suciently smooth solution of (2) has the
property that ut 2 Q and u;Vt 2M. Moreover, depending on boundary conditions and external
loads, the functionals LjM; JjM and H jM may be integrals. The formulation (2) is only one of many possible
descriptions of incompressible elastodynamics. One may alternatively consider stabilized dierential–al-
gebraic formulations along the lines of [3,15,16], or unconstrained formulations in which the constraints
appear as invariants along the lines of [1,8,22,28,30]. However, such alternative formulations will not be
addressed here.
In this article we seek to construct time discretization schemes for (2) that preserve the sets Q and M,
along with the integrals LjM; JjM and H jM whenever they are present in the underlying problem. Due to
special diculties associated with direct spatial discretization of (2), we will instead consider a modified
quasi-incompressible formulation along the lines of [38,40], and generalize the time-reversible, integral-
preserving time discretization schemes developed in [21] to this modified formulation. We show that time
discretization schemes can be constructed for this formulation which preserve Q, the total energy functional
H jQ, and the momentum functionals JjQ and LjQ. However, the schemes will not generally preserve the
velocity-level constraints defined by M. As in the compressible case, conservation will be achieved auto-
matically.
The presentation is structured as follows. In Section 2 we outline conservation laws and associated
integrals for (1) and present a time discretization scheme that inherits a discrete version of these laws. In
Section 3 we introduce a quasi-incompressible formulation of (2), outline conservation laws and present a
conserving time discretization scheme for this modified formulation. In Section 4 we consider the finite
element spatial discretization of the time-discretized systems. In the quasi-incompressible case, we introduce
a general mixed finite element discretization, reduce the general discretization to a two-field formulation
and discuss an ecient solution strategy. In Section 5 we present three numerical examples involving both
compressible and incompressible material models of the Ogden type.
2. Conserving algorithms for compressible models
2.1. Conservation laws and integrals
To any state u;V 2 UV of the system (1) we associate a total linear momentum Lu;V, a total
angular momentum Ju;V and a total energy Hu;V defined as
Lu;V : RX q0V dX;
Ju;V : RX u q0V dX;
Hu;V : RX 12 q0jVj2  W Cu dXÿ RX b  u dXÿ RCr f  u dC:
9>=>; 8
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Depending on the essential boundary conditions and the external loads, the weak initial boundary-value
problem (1) may possess various integrals or constants of motion related to L, J and H. This fact is
summarized in the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward.
Proposition 1. Let u;Vt be a solution of (1) for given boundary conditions specified inU andV, and given
external loads b and f. Moreover, let R and T denote the resultant force and moment due to the external loads,
namely,
R 
Z
X
b dX
Z
Cr
f dC;
T 
Z
X
u b dX
Z
Cr
u f dC:
9
1. If g  n 2V for a fixed vector n, then
d
dt
n  L  n  R:
2. If g  n u 2V for a fixed vector n and any fixed time t, then
d
dt
n  J  n  T:
3. If the boundary conditions and external loads are time-independent, then
d
dt
H  0:
From the above result we see that the maximum number of integrals arises in the case of a free body, for
which there are no essential boundary conditions and no external loads. In particular, we find that H and
each component of L and J are integrals or constants of motion in this case.
2.2. Energy–momentum conserving time discretization
We seek to approximate solutions u;V : 0; T  ! UV of (1) at discrete times tn  nDt where n is a
positive integer and Dt > 0. Denoting approximations to utn and Vtn by un and Vn, the algorithmic
problem is to construct approximations at time level n 1 given those at time level n.
Our goal is to develop time discretization schemes for which a discrete form of Proposition 1 can be
established. We can accomplish this goal by replacing the exact derivative in (3) by an appropriate discrete
derivative [19,20]. The final result is an implicit, one-step scheme of the formR
X
1
Dt un1 ÿ un  g dX 
R
X Vn1=2  g dXR
X
q0
Dt Vn1 ÿ Vn  g dX
 ÿ RX ~Sun;un1 : Fun1=2Trg dX
 RX bn1=2  g dX RCr fn1=2  g dC
9>>>=>>>;
8g 2V:
10
Here n1=2 : 12n  n1, ~Sun;un1 is an algorithmic stress field defined by
~Sun;un1 : 2 dW Cn;Cn1; 11
and dW Cn;Cn1 is a discrete derivative defined by
dW Cn;Cn1 : DW Cn1=2  W Cn1 ÿ W Cn ÿ DW Cn1=2 : MkMk2
" #
M; 12
where M : Cn1 ÿ Cn and kMk2 M : M.
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Just as in the time-continuous problem, the algorithmic equations (10) may possess various integrals or
constants of motion related to L; J and H depending on the essential boundary conditions and the external
loads. This fact is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let un;Vn 2 UVn P 0 be a solution sequence of (10) for given boundary conditions,
external loads b and f, and time step Dt > 0. Moreover, let Rn1=2 and Tn1=2 denote a resultant force and
moment defined as
Rn1=2 
Z
X
bn1=2 dX
Z
Cr
fn1=2 dC;
Tn1=2 
Z
X
un1=2  bn1=2 dX
Z
Cr
un1=2  fn1=2 dC:
13
1. If g  n 2V for a fixed vector n, then
1
Dt
n  Ln1 ÿ n  Ln  n  Rn1=2:
2. If g  n un 2V and g  n Vn 2V for a fixed vector n and any n, then
1
Dt
n  Jn1 ÿ n  Jn  n  Tn1=2:
3. If the boundary conditions and externals loads are time-independent, then
1
Dt
Hn1 ÿ Hn  0:
Proof. The results follow from the specific form of the assumed variations and may be established as
follows.
1. Choosing g  n in (10)2 givesZ
X
q0
Dt
Vn1 ÿ Vn  n dX 
Z
X
bn1=2  n dX
Z
Cr
fn1=2  n dC; 14
which is the required result for L.
2. To establish the result for J, we first note that, if n un 2V for any n, then n un1=2 2V by linearity
of V, and similarly n Vn1=2 2V. Next, we choose a variation g  n q0Vn1=2 in (10)1 to obtainZ
X
1
Dt
n  un1 ÿ un  q0Vn1=2 dX  0 15
and choose a variation g  n un1=2 in (10)2 to obtainZ
X
1
Dt
n  un1=2  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn dX  ÿ
Z
X
~S : FTn1=2n^Fn1=2 dX n  Tn1=2; 16
where n^ is the skew tensor associated with n, i.e., n a  n^a for any vector a. Since FTn1=2n^Fn1=2 is a
skew tensor and ~S is symmetric, the first term on the right-hand side of (16) vanishes and we are left withZ
X
1
Dt
n  un1=2  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn dX  n  Tn1=2: 17
The desired result then follows by adding (15) and (17), and expanding the vector products.
3. To establish the result for H, we first note that un1 ÿ un 2V for time-independent boundary condi-
tions, and that Vn 2V for any n by assumption. Next, we use the variation g  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn in (10)1,
and g  un1 ÿ un in (10)2 to deduce that
5
Z
X
1
Dt
un1 ÿ un  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn dX 
Z
X
Vn1=2  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn dX;Z
X
1
Dt
q0Vn1 ÿ Vn  un1 ÿ un dX
 ÿ
Z
X
~S : FTn1=2Fn1 ÿ Fn dX
Z
X
b  un1 ÿ un dX
Z
Cr
f  un1 ÿ un dC:
18
Using the fact that ~S is symmetric and the definition of C, we have
~S : FTn1=2Fn1 ÿ Fn 
1
2
~S : Cn1 ÿ Cn 19
and by definition of ~S,
1
2
~S : Cn1 ÿ Cn  W Cn1 ÿ W Cn: 20
Combining (20) with (19), and subtracting (18)2 from (18)1, leads to
Hun1;Vn1  Hun;Vn; 21
which is the required result.
Comparing Proposition 2 with Proposition 1, we see that the algorithmic equations (10) inherit discrete
forms of the conservation laws associated with L; J and H. In particular, H and each of the components of
L and J are integrals of the time-discretized system (10) for the case of a free body.
The conservation properties of (10) are automatic in the sense that no extra parameters, equations or
projection steps are involved. The key feature is the use of the discrete derivative (12) in computing the
stress field ~S. If the stored energy function W C is suciently dierentiable, then one can show that
dW Cn;Cn1  DW Cn1=2 O kCn1

ÿ Cnk2

: 22
Hence, the expression for dW Cn;Cn1 given in (12) is well-defined in the limit kCn1 ÿ Cnk ! 0. More-
over, for suciently regular solutions of the algorithmic equations we have
~Sun;un1  Sun1=2 O Dt2
ÿ 
; 23
and it follows that the conserving scheme outlined in (10) has the same formal order of accuracy as the
implicit mid-point rule.
An important feature of (10) is the use of an interpolated stretch field Cn1=2, rather than the stretch field
of an interpolated configuration Cun1=2), in evaluating the stress field. The use of Cun1=2 introduces an
artificial coupling between overall rigid rotations and material stretches that is not present in the time-
continuous problem. In [20] it was proved that such coupling can lead to numerical instabilities, while the
use of interpolated strains like Cn1=2 completely bypasses such problems. For further discussion and nu-
merical examples of such phenomena see [42,43].
The scheme outlined in (10) is independent of any particular spatial discretization. In the stated weak
form, the scheme is ideally suited for a finite element discretization in space. However, by employing a
standard argument involving an integration by parts, one can obtain a strong form of (10), which could
then be discretized in space by an appropriate finite dierence method for example.
3. Conserving algorithms for incompressible models
3.1. A quasi-incompressible formulation
A conserving time discretization scheme can be constructed for the initial boundary-value problem (2) as
stated. However, this formulation may be problematic for subsequent spatial discretization. The basic
6
diculty lies in the fact that any smooth solution of this system satisfies the pointwise condition detF  1
in X, and this class of deformations cannot be approximated well by standard, low-order finite element
spaces. In particular, one can expect the phenomena of locking to appear in direct treatments of (2) (see,
e.g., [25] for a summary account within a linearized context). Here we introduce a formulation of (2) along
the lines of [38,40] to alleviate such difficulties. The main idea is to introduce a material field HX; t > 0
that approximates the Jacobian field fX; t : detFX; t > 0, and then enforce the condition H  1 in X.
Since the incompressibility condition is enforced on H rather than f, the formulation is called quasi-in-
compressible.
A quasi-incompressible formulation of (2) may be outlined as follows. To any quasi-Jacobian field H
and deformation field u we associate a modified deformation gradient field F by the expression
F : H1=3Fdev; 24
where Fdev is the deviatoric part of the actual deformation gradient field F, i.e.,
Fdev : fÿ1=3F; 25
and we define an associated modified Cauchy–Green stretch field C by
C : FTF: 26
Let W C be the original strain energy function introduced in (3) and define a modified strain energy
W C;H by
W C;H : W C  W H2=3fÿ2=3C: 27
Then a quasi-incompressible formulation of (2) is to find u;V; k;H; p : 0; T  ! UV E E E such
that R
X
_u  g dX  RX V  g dXR
X q0
_V  g dX RXSu;H  2pDGCu : FuTrg dX
 RX b  g dX RCr f  g dC
0  RX /DH W Cu;H  kD GH ÿ p dX
0  RX /fu ÿH dX
0  RX / GH dX
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
8g 2V
8/ 2 E
(
28
where
Su;H  2DC W Cu;H and GH  Hÿ 1: 29
The relation between (28) and (2) is established in the following result.
Proposition 3. If u;V; k;H; p : 0; T  ! UV E E E is a smooth solution of the quasi-incom-
pressible formulation (28), then u;V; k : 0; T  ! UV E is a solution of the original incompressible
formulation (2).
Proof. From (28)4 we see that, if f and H are continuous, then f  H. This implies F  F and
W C;H  W C, so W C;H is independent of H. By continuity of k and p we deduce from (28)3 that
p  k, and so (28)2 becomesZ
X
q0 _V  g dX
Z
X
Su  2kDGCu : FuTrg dX 
Z
X
b  g dX
Z
Cr
f  g dC 8g 2V; 30
which is just (2)2. Finally, since f  H we obtain GH  GC, and so (28)5 is equivalent to (2)3, which
establishes the result.
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3.2. Conservation laws and integrals
Just as in the compressible case, we associate a total linear momentum Lu;V and a total angular
momentum Ju;V to any state u;V; k;H; p of the quasi-incompressible system (28). We also associate to
each state a total modified energy Hu;V; k;H; p defined as
Hu;V; k;H; p :
Z
X
1
2
q0jVj2  W Cu;H dX
Z
X
pfu ÿH  k GH dX
ÿ
Z
X
b  u dXÿ
Z
Cr
f  u dC: 31
As before, the weak initial boundary-value problem (28) may possess various integrals or constants of
motion related to L, J and H depending on the essential boundary conditions and external loads. This fact
is summarized in the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward.
Proposition 4. Let u;V; k;H; pt be a solution of (28) for given boundary conditions specified in U and V,
and given external loads b and f. Moreover, let R and T denote the resultant force and moment due to the
external loads as defined in (9). Then L, J and H satisfy conservation laws completely analogous to those in
Proposition 1.
3.3. Energy–momentum conserving time discretization
Here we seek to approximate solutions u;V; k;H; p : 0; T  ! UV E E E of (28) at discrete
times tn  nDt where n is a positive integer and Dt > 0. Using the same notation as before, our goal is to
develop time discretization schemes for which a discrete form of Proposition 4 can be established. As in the
compressible case, we can accomplish this goal by replacing certain exact derivatives in (28) by appropriate
discrete derivatives along the lines of [21]. The final result is an implicit, one-step scheme of the formR
X
1
Dt un1 ÿ un  g dX 
R
X Vn1=2  g dXR
X
q0
Dt Vn1 ÿ Vn  g dX  ÿ
R
X~S 2pn1=2 dG : FTn1=2rg dX
 RX bn1=2  g dX RCr fn1=2  g dC
0  RX / 12 d WCn  d WCn1  kn1=2 d Gÿ pn1=2h i dX
0  RX /fn1 ÿHn1 dX
0  RX / Gn1 dX
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
8g 2V
8/ 2 E
(
32
where
~S  d WHnCn;Cn1  d WHn1Cn;Cn1;
d WHCn;Cn1  DC W Cn1=2;H 
W Cn1;H ÿ W Cn;H ÿ DC W Cn1=2;H : M
kMk2
" #
M;
d WCHn;Hn1  DH W C;Hn1=2 
W C;Hn1 ÿ W C;Hn ÿ DH W C;Hn1=2  DH
DH2
" #
DH; 33
dGCn;Cn1  DGCn1=2  GCn1 ÿ GCn ÿ DGCn1=2 : MkMk2
" #
M;
d GHn;Hn1  D GHn1=2 
GHn1 ÿ GHn ÿ D GHn1=2  DH
DH2
" #
DH  1;
M  Cn1 ÿ Cn and DH  Hn1 ÿHn:
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Just as in the time-continuous problem, the algorithmic equations (32) may possess various integrals or
constants of motion related to L, J and H depending on the essential boundary conditions and the external
loads. This fact is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Let un;Vn; kn;Hn; pn 2 UV E E E n P 0 be a solution sequence of (32) for given
boundary conditions, external loads b and f, and time step Dt > 0. Moreover, let Rn1=2 and Tn1=2 denote a
resultant force and moment as defined in (13). Then L, J and H satisfy discrete conservation laws completely
analogous to those in Proposition 2.
Proof. The results for L and J follow as for the compressible case upon noting that the total algorithmic
stress field ~S 2pn1=2 dG is symmetric. To establish the result for H , choose a variation g  q0Vn1 ÿ Vn
in (32)1 to obtainZ
X
q0
Dt
un1 ÿ un  Vn1 ÿ Vn dX 
Z
X
q0Vn1=2  Vn1 ÿ Vn dX; 34
a variation g  un1 ÿ un in (32)2 to obtainZ
X
q0
Dt
Vn1 ÿ Vn  un1 ÿ un dX
 ÿ
Z
X
~S 2pn1=2 dG : FTn1=2Fn1 ÿ Fn dX
Z
X
b  un1 ÿ un dX
Z
Cr
f  un1 ÿ un dC; 35
a variation /  Hn1 ÿHn in (32)3, /  pn1 ÿ pn in (32)4 and /  kn1 ÿ kn in (32)5 to obtain
0  RX 12 d WCn  d WCn1  kn1=2 d Gÿ pn1=2h iHn1 ÿHn dX;
0  RXfn1 ÿHn1pn1 ÿ pn dX;
0  RX Gn1kn1 ÿ kn dX:
9>>>=>>; 36
Using the fact that ~S 2pn1=2 dG is symmetric and the definition of C, we have
~S 2pn1=2 dG : FTn1=2Fn1 ÿ Fn 
1
2
~S 2pn1=2 dG : Cn1 ÿ Cn; 37
and by definition of ~S and dG,
1
2
~S 2pn1=2 dG : Cn1 ÿ Cn  1
2
 W Cn1;Hn ÿ W Cn;Hn  1
2
 W Cn1;Hn1 ÿ W Cn;Hn1
 pn1=2GCn1 ÿ GCn: 38
From (36)1 and the definitions of d WC and d G we obtain
1
2
d WCn

 d WCn1  kn1=2 d Gÿ pn1=2

Hn1 ÿHn
 1
2
 W Cn;Hn1 ÿ W Cn;Hn  1
2
 W Cn1;Hn1 ÿ W Cn1;Hn  kn1=2Hn1 ÿHn
ÿ pn1=2Hn1 ÿHn: 39
Subtracting (35) from (34), and adding (36) then leads to the result
0  Hn1 ÿ Hn  1
2
Z
X
fn1 ÿHn1pn1 ÿ pn dXÿ
1
2
Z
X
fn ÿHnpn1 ÿ pn dX
 1
2
Z
X
Gn1kn1 ÿ kn dXÿ 1
2
Z
X
Gnkn1 ÿ kn dX: 40
Since pn1 ÿ pn 2 E and kn1 ÿ kn 2 E for any n, we obtain Hn1 ÿ Hn  0, which is the desired result.
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The above result shows that the algorithmic equations (32) inherit discrete forms of the conservation
laws associated with L, J and H . In particular, H and each of the components of L and J are integrals for
the case of a free body. As for the compressible case, an important feature of (32) is the use of an inter-
polated stretch field Cn1=2, rather than the stretch field of an interpolated configuration Cun1=2, in
evaluating the stress field.
The original incompressible formulation (2) and the quasi-incompressible formulation (28) may be in-
terpreted as dierential–algebraic evolution equations [3,34] in an appropriate function space. Systems of
this form are typically not well-posed for arbitrary initial data. In particular, one expects well-posedness
only for data satisfying certain compatibility conditions implied by the constraints [26,34]. For the case of
(2), the constraint is GCu  0 in X, and a basic compatibility condition on u;V is that u;V 2M. A
condition on k may be deduced by considering the second time-derivative of the contsraint GCu  0 .
Finally, since smooth solutions of (28) satisfy (2) with H  fu and p  k, we see that initial conditions on
H and p follow from those on u and k.
4. Finite element spatial discretization
Here we discuss the finite element spatial discretization of the time integration schemes (10) and (32).
Since the finite element discretization of the compressible case (10) is straightforward, we concentrate on the
quasi-incompressible case (32). In particular, we introduce a general mixed finite element discretization,
reduce it to a two-field formulation and discuss an ecient solution strategy. This strategy can be inter-
preted as the generalization to elastodynamics of the augmented multiplier methods used in [40] for elas-
tostatics. For more details on these methods see [2,17,18].
4.1. Mixed finite element formulation
Consider a partition of the domain X  R3 into nonoverlapping subdomains Xe e  1; . . . ;melem, each
defined by a set of element nodes Xea 2 Xe a  1; . . . ;men, and for each e  1; . . . ;melem consider the sets
me  fa ja  1; . . . ;meng and meg  fa 2 me jXea 2 Cdg: 41
In accordance with a standard isoparametric discretization, we parametrize each subdomain Xe with a
mapping ve : ! Xe of the form
ven 
Xmen
a1
NanXea;
where   R3 is typically the bi-unit cube and N a : ! R a  1; . . . ;men are standard isoparametric
shape functions. In particular, the shape functions satisfy the condition Nanb  dab, where
nb 2  b  1; . . . ;men are element nodes for the parent domain .
Given a discretization of X as described above, we introduce an approximation Uh of U, and an ap-
proximation Vh of V, defined as
Uh  uh : X
8<: ! R3 uh 2 C0X;R3; uhXe  ve  X
a2menmeg
Nadea 
X
a2meg
NagXea; dea 2 R3
9=;;
Vh  gh : X
8<: ! R3 gh 2 C0X;R3; ghXe  ve  X
a2menmeg
Nacea; c
e
a 2 R3
9=;;
42
where g : Cd ! R3 is a specified deformation on Cd . Similarly, we introduce an approximation Eh of E,
namely,
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Eh  /h : X
(
! R /h
Xe
 ve 
Xmdis
i1
N^ iaei ; a
e
i 2 R
)
; 43
where N^ i : ! R i  1; . . . ;mdis are smooth interpolation functions. Note that the functions in Eh are
smooth within element domains, but are allowed to be discontinuous across element boundaries.
A mixed finite element discretization of the time integration scheme (32) is obtained by restriction to the
finite-dimensional spaces Uh, Vh and Eh. Standard arguments [25] can then be used to reduce this weak
formulation to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations for the nodal variables. Finally, we note that the
finite element formulation of (32) possesses conservation laws analogous to those of (32) itself.
4.2. Reduction to a two-field formulation
Here we eliminate the fields Vhn1, H
h
n1, and p
h
n1 from the finite element formulation of (32). The result
will be a two-field formulation in which we need only solve for uhn1 and k
h
n1 at each step of the algorithm.
The elimination of Vhn1 is straightforward in view of (32)1. In particular, using this equation together
with the definition of Vn1=2 leads to
Vhn1 
2
Dt
uhn1
ÿ ÿ uhnÿ Vhn: 44
The elimination of Hhn1 makes crucial use of the structure of E
h. Assuming the interpolation functions
N^ i : ! R i  1; . . . ;mdis are nontrivial, we introduce for each e  1; . . . ;melem a symmetric, positive-
definite matrix Ne 2 Rmdismdis with components
Neij 
Z

N^ iN^ j det rve  d: 45
We denote the components of the inverse matrix by Nÿ1e ij. Since Eh is spanned by functions allowed to be
discontinuous across element boundaries, we can use standard arguments and reduce the finite element
version of (32)4 toZ
Xe
Hhn1jXe/hjXe dXe 
Z
Xe
fhn1jXe/hjXe dXe 8/hjXe e  1; . . . ;melem; 46
where fhn1  detFhn1. For any e  1; . . . ;melem we then arrive at the equationZ

Hhn1jXe  ve
ÿ 
N^ i det rve  d 
Z

fhn1jXe  ve
ÿ 
N^ i det rve  d; 47
which holds for i  1; . . . ;mdis. To solve this equation for Hhn1jXe we consider an interpolation of the form
Hhn1jXe  ve 
Xmdis
j1
N^ jHej;n1 48
which, in view of (47), leads to the relationXmdis
j1
NeijHej;n1 
Z

fhn1jXe  ve
ÿ 
N^ i det rve  d i  1; . . . ;mdis: 49
Solving this equation for Hej;n1 j  1; . . . ;mdis and substituting the result into (48) then yields
Hhn1jXe  ve 
Xmdis
i;j1
N^ jNÿ1e ji
Z

fhn1jXe  ve
ÿ 
N^ i det rve  d; 50
which expresses Hhn1jXe as a function of uhn1jXe .
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The elimination of phn1 proceeds along similar lines as the elimination of H
h
n1. Working with the finite
element version of (32)3, we find that the restriction of phn1 to any element X
e is given by
phn1jXe  ve
 ÿphnjXe  ve  2
Xmdis
i;j1
N^ jNÿ1e ji
Z

1
2
d WChn

 d WChn1

 khn1=2 d G

Xe
 veN^ i det rve  d

:
51
Our two-field, mixed finite element discretization of (32) can be stated as follows. Given
uhn;Vhn; khn;Hhn; phn find uhn1; khn1 2 Uh  Eh such thatR
X
2q0
Dt2 u
h
n1 ÿ uhn
ÿ   gh dX
 RX 2q0Dt Vhn  gh dXÿ RX ~Sh  2phn1=2 dGhh i : Fhn1=2 Trgh dX
 RX bhn1=2  gh dX RCr fhn1=2  gh dC
0  RX /h Ghn1 dX
9>>>>>=>>>>;
8gh 2Vh
8/h 2 Eh
(
52
where Hhn1 and p
h
n1 are considered as functions of u
h
n1 and k
h
n1 via expressions (50) and (51), respectively,
and Vhn1 is computed according to (44).
The above algorithm is completed by an appropriate choice of interpolation functions for Uh, Vh and
Eh. Ideally, one would choose functions for which convergence of solutions of (52) to those of (32) could be
established. This issue, which is generally a delicate matter [4,17], will not be addressed here. For purposes
of illustration, we note that piecewise linear interpolation functions could serve as a basis for Uh and Vh.
Moreover, the constant interpolation function N^n  1 mdis  1 could serve as a basis for Eh. In this case
we would have
Hhn1jXe 
1
volXe
Z
Xe
f uhn1
ÿ 
dXe; 53
and the restriction of Hhn1 to any element would be constant and equal to the average Jacobian value over
Xe. Thus, the incompressibility condition GHhn1  Hhn1 ÿ 1  0 in Xe e  1; . . . ;melem would be a
condition on the average Jacobian for each element.
4.3. Solution strategy
Following [38] we consider frame-invariant stored energy functions W C of the separable form
W C  W devCdev  U detC1=2
 
; 54
where W devCdev is a deviatoric stored energy function and UdetC1=2 is a dilatational stored energy
function which is convex in its real argument. Here Cdev is the deviatoric part of C defined by
Cdev  detCÿ1=3C, in particular detCdev  1. In view of (54), the modified stored energy function W C;H
defined in (27) becomes
W C;H  W devCdev  UH: 55
For our quasi-incompressible formulation we can assume without loss of generality that the function U
is of the form
UH  KcH: 56
Here K > 0 is a constant and cH is a convex, nonnegative function that satisfies cH  0 if and only if
H  1, e.g.,
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cH  1
2
H2
ÿ ÿ 1ÿ lnH: 57
This assumption can be made since H is constrained by the condition H  1. Thus, we interpret UH as a
penalty function in the quasi-incompressible formulation.
With the separable stored energy function (55), we may interpret (52) as an augmented Lagrangian
formulation in the sense of optimization theory [2,29]. In particular, the constraint (52)2 is enforced by
means of a penalty parameter K and a multiplier khn1. There are various efficient solution strategies for such
systems [2,14,29]. One example is the classic Uzawa algorithm, which may be summarized as follows using k
as an iteration index:
1. Let uhn;Vhn; khn;Hhn; phn be given and set kh;kn1jk0  khn.
2. For fixed kh;kn1, solve (52)1 for u
h
n1 and call this solution u
h;k
n1.
3. If (52)2 is not satisfied within a specified tolerance, then update the multiplier field using the ruleZ
X
kh;k1n1 /
h dX 
Z
X
kh;kn1/
h dX
Z
X
K G Hh;kn1
ÿ 
/h dX 8/h 2 Eh; 58
and repeat Step 2.
Note that the above algorithm eectively reduces the two-field formulation to one field. Hence, Step 2 can
be carried out using standard finite element codes suitable for nonlinear problems.
5. Numerical examples
In this section we illustrate the performance of the time integration schemes (10) and (32). In the
compressible case (10) we employ a straightforward Galerkin finite element discretization, and in the quasi-
incompressible case (32) we employ the mixed formulation described above.
The example problems we consider are the tumbling block, the stretched plate, and the inverted spherical
cap. In all cases, we employ hyperelastic material models of Ogden type [32,33], namely,
W C 
X3
A1
wkA; 59
where
wkA 
Xk
m1
lm
am
kamA
ÿ ÿ 1ÿ lm lnkA: 60
Here C is the right Cauchy–Green stretch tensor, k2A A  1; 2; 3 are the eigenvalues of C, lm and
am m  1; . . . ; k are parameters, and k is the number of terms in the Ogden model. Models of this form are
particularly useful for rubber-like materials [32,33,47]. For our compressible calculations we use k  3 and
the parameters,
l1  0:690 106 N=m2; a1  1:3;
l2  0:010 106 N=m2; a2  4:0;
l3  ÿ0:012 106 N=m2; a3  ÿ2:0;
9>=>>; 61
which are taken from [33, p. 498].
An extension of the above model to incompressible materials is given by
W C  W dev Cdevÿ  X3
A1
wdev kdevA
ÿ  62
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together with the constraint f  k1k2k3  1, where wdev is of the form
wdev kdevA
ÿ  Xk
m1
lm
am
kdevA
ÿ amh ÿ 1i: 63
Here Cdev is the deviatoric part of C and kdevA 2 A  1; 2; 3 are the eigenvalues of Cdev. For this model the
modified stored energy function W C;H becomes
W C;H  W dev Cdevÿ  UH; 64
where U is interpreted as a penalty function, which we take as
UH  KcH: 65
Here K > 0 is a penalty parameter and c is the function given in (57). For our quasi-incompressible cal-
culations we use the same constants as in (61).
For both the compressible and quasi-incompressible cases we take men  8 and use standard trilinear
interpolation functions as the basis for the spaces Uh and Vh. For the quasi-incompressible case, we take
mdis  1 and use a constant interpolation function as the basis for the space Eh. Thus, the functions in Uh
and Vh are piecewise linear and continuous, while those in Eh are piecewise constant and possibly dis-
continous across element boundaries.
5.1. Tumbling elastic block
Consider a cube of dimension l  0:02 m as shown in Fig. 1. The cube is composed of a homogeneous,
elastic material of Ogden type with parameters as given in (61) and density q0  1000 kg=m3. We suppose
the cube is initially at rest and subject to tractions f1 and f2 that vanish after a short period of time. The
traction f1 is a uniform force distribution on the face X3  ÿl=2 defined by f1  pt0;ÿf =4;ÿf =8 and
the traction f2 is a uniform force distribution on the face X3  l=2 defined by f2  pt0; f ; f =2. Here
f  32 N=cm2 and pt is given by
pt  t; 06 t6 0:005 s;
0; t > 0:005 s:
(
66
We compute solutions for both the compressible and quasi-incompressible formulations using a uniform
spatial discretization of the cube into 27 elements. For the compressible formulation we consider two time
integration schemes: the implicit mid-point rule and the energy–momentum preserving scheme (10). For the
quasi-incompressible formulation we use the conserving scheme (32) in the reduced form (52). We employ
the Uzawa iteration strategy outlined above and iterate until maxe j GHenj < 5 10ÿ10 for each time step.
Fig. 2 shows snapshots, at time increments of 0.005 s, of the cube motion in the time interval 0; 0:1 s.
The data in the figure corresponds to the compressible motion, however, the quasi-incompressible motion is
visually identical. For clarity, we show the snapshots in the X2–X3 plane only.
Figs. 3 and 4 show total energy and angular momentum time histories, computed using two dierent
time steps, for the mid-point rule and conserving scheme applied to the compressible formulation. Note
Fig. 1. Schematic of elastic cube showing applied loads.
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that the mid-point rule experiences numerical blow-up for the time step Dt  0:005 s in the time interval of
the computation.
Fig. 5 shows an accuracy comparison between the conserving scheme and the mid-point rule for the
compressible formulation. For this comparison we considered the above motion in the time interval
0:0100; 0:0125 s. For each scheme, we supplied the same initial conditions at t0  0:0100 s and computed
the solution up to a time t1  0:0125 s. Denoting the solution at time t1 for a given scheme and time step by
ut1;Dt, we define the L2-error in displacements as
L2-error 
Z
X
ut1;Dt
 ÿ ut1;conv21=2; 67
Fig. 2. Cube motion (left-to-right) in X2–X3 plane at time increments of 0.005 s.
Fig. 3. Energy and angular momentum of compressible cube for mid-point rule.
Fig. 4. Energy and angular momentum of compressible cube for conserving scheme.
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where ut1;conv is the solution at t1 computed using a time step of Dt  2:5 10ÿ7 s. As shown in Fig. 5, the
conserving scheme and the mid-point rule have nearly identical accuracy properties for this model problem.
Fig. 6 shows total energy and angular momentum time histories, computed using a time step Dt  0:005 s,
for the conserving scheme applied to the quasi-incompressible formulation.
5.2. Stretched elastic plate
Consider a thick rectangular plate of thickness w  0:002 m, length l  0:01 m and height h  0:01 m as
shown in Fig. 7. The plate is composed of a homogeneous, incompressible, elastic material of Ogden type
with parameters as given in (61) and density q0  1000 kg=m3. In this example, we suppose the plate is
subject to a zero displacement boundary condition along the shaded region shown in the figure, is initially
at rest and is subject to a traction f that vanishes after a short period of time. The traction f is applied to the
face X3  ÿh=2, is uniform across the thickness, and varies in the X2-direction according to
fX2; t  ptf =2; 0;ÿf ; ÿ
l
2
6X2 < 0;
pt0; 0;ÿf ; 06X26 l2 ;

68
where f  5 kN=cm2 and pt is given by
pt  t; 06 t6 0:004 s;
0; t > 0:004 s:

69
The zero displacement boundary condition is imposed along the surface defined by
fX3  h=2g \ fÿl=86X26 l=2g.
Fig. 5. L2-error in displacements of compressible cube versus time step.
Fig. 6. Energy and angular momentum of quasi-incompressible cube for conserving scheme with Dt  0:005 s.
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In the spatial discretization of the plate we use 2 elements through the thickness and a uniform dis-
cretization in the X2–X3 plane consisting of 25 elements, for a total of 50 elements. Fig. 8 shows snapshots of
the plate motion in the interval 0; 0:0045 s. This motion was computed with the quasi-incompressible
conserving scheme with a step size Dt  0:0001 s. We employed the Uzawa iteration strategy and iterated
until maxe j GHenj < 5 10ÿ10 for each time step.
Fig. 9 shows total energy and angular momentum time histories. For this system, the total energy is an
integral after the loads are removed at t  0:0040 s, but the total angular momentum is not an integral due
to the displacement boundary conditions. These features are clearly captured by the conserving scheme.
5.3. Inversion of a spherical cap
Consider a thick spherical cap with dimensions r  0:1 m, b  0:008 m and a  p=4 as shown in Fig. 10.
The cap is composed of a homogeneous, compressible, elastic material of Ogden type with parameters as
given in (61) and density q0  100 kg=m3. We suppose the cap is initially at rest and subject to a system of
equilibrated force distributions f1 and f2 that vanish after a short period of time. The force distribution f1 is
applied to the convex face of the cap, acts in the negative X1-direction, is uniform in a disk centered about
the X1-axis and has a resultant given by ptÿf ; 0; 0 where f  160 kN and
pt 
t; 06 t6 0:001 s;
0; t > 0:001 s:
(
70
Fig. 7. Schematic of elastic plate showing applied load and zero displacement boundary condition.
Fig. 8. Motion of quasi-incompressible elastic plate computed with conserving scheme. The direction of time is left-to-right, top-to-
bottom.
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The force distribution f2 is applied along the edge of the cap as shown in the figure, acts in the positive
X1-direction and has a resultant given by ptf ; 0; 0.
In this example, we compare two time integration schemes: the implicit mid-point rule and the energy–
momentum preserving scheme (10). In the spatial discretization of the cap we use 4 elements through the
thickness and a quasi-uniform discretization of each constant-radius surface into 128 elements, for a total
of 512 elements. Fig. 11 shows snapshots of the cap motion at time increments of 0.0005 s computed with
the conserving scheme.
Fig. 9. Total energy and angular momentum of quasi-incompressible plate for conserving scheme with Dt  0:0001 s.
Fig. 10. Schematic of elastic cap showing geometry and applied loads.
Fig. 11. Snapshots of cap motion computed with conserving scheme. The direction of time is left-to-right, top-to-bottom.
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Figs. 12 and 13 show total energy and angular momentum time histories computed using a time step
Dt  0:0005 s. For the conserving scheme we see that the total energy is conserved after the loads are re-
moved at t  0:0010 s. Also, since the force distributions were equilibrated and symmetric with respect to
the X1-axis, we see that the total angular momentum of the cap remains zero throughout the simulation.
Note that the mid-point rule experiences numerical blow-up for the given time-step size.
6. Closing remarks
In this article we have considered energy and momentum conserving time discretization schemes for
general initial boundary-value problems in finite-deformation elastodynamics. Conserving schemes were
developed in a weak form for both compressible and incompressible hyperelastic material models, imple-
mented using finite element discretizations in space and applied to three example problems. Compared to
the implicit mid-point rule, the conserving schemes were seen to have similar accuracy properties for small
time steps, and superior stability properties for large time steps.
Strategies for the solution of the fully discrete system were not addressed in this article. However, we
remark that all the example problems were computed using a standard Newton iteration scheme with a
consistent linearization. This linearization leads to a generally nonsymmetric Jacobian in the case of the
conserving schemes presented here, and a symmetric Jacobian in the case of the implicit mid-point rule.
Thus, our implementation of the conserving schemes were more computationally intensive than the mid-
point rule. However, it may be possible to lessen the computational costs of these conserving schemes by
employing more ecient solution strategies.
Fig. 12. Energy and angular momentum of cap for conserving scheme with Dt  0:0005 s.
Fig. 13. Energy and angular momentum of cap for mid-point rule with Dt  0:0005 s.
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